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Abstract: Human perception of room acoustics depends among others
on the time of transition from early reflections to late reverberation in
room impulse responses, which is known as mixing time. In this letter, a
multi-channel mixing time prediction method is proposed, which in contrast to state-of-the-art channel-based predictors accounts for spatiotemporal properties of the sound field. The proposed diffuseness-based
method is compared with existing model- and channel-based prediction
methods through measurements and acoustic simulations, and is shown
to correlate well with the perceptual mixing time. Furthermore, insights
into relations between prediction methods and mixing time definitions
based on reflection density are presented.
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1. Introduction
Reflection of incident sound at boundary surfaces causes the impulse-excited sound
field in an enclosure to become increasingly diffuse as time progresses. The moment of
transition from coherent early reflections to diffuse late reverberation in room impulse
responses (RIRs)—referred to as mixing time tm—plays an important role in psychoacoustics.1 Mixing time represents a perceptual phenomenon caused by the limited
temporal and spatial resolution of the human auditory system, in particular, its poor
sensitivity toward interaural time and level differences in an increasingly diffuse sound
field, which results in the loss of directional information.2 In general, mixing time prediction methods can be categorized into model- and channel-based methods.
Empirically derived model-based methods predict the mixing time based on
global characteristics of an enclosure such as volume (Vol),3 boundary surface area,4
reverberation time (RT),5 or mean free-path length (MFPL).6 Alternatively, several methods define the mixing time as a moment in a RIR where the number of reflections within
a window of predefined duration reaches a specific threshold. In literature, these empirically found reflection density numbers range from 250 (Ref. 7) through 1000 (Ref. 8) and
2000 (Ref. 9), up to 10 000 (Ref. 10) reflections per second. According to Polack,4 10
incoherent reflections within a window of 24 ms suffice to reach a fully mixed sound field.
State-of-the-art channel-based prediction methods utilize statistical analysis
from measured RIRs and define a mixing time criterion (with a specific threshold
value) which is derived from an underlying physical assumption about the sound field.
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The methods proposed by Abel and Huang11 and Stewart and Sandler12 assume that
the amplitudes of diffuse late reverberation resemble a Gaussian noise with frequencydependent coloring and decay rate. On the other hand, the method proposed by Hidaka
et al.13 is based on the decreasing correlation between the time-frequency distribution of
acoustic energy of the entire impulse response and that of the latter windowed RIR segments. Yet another prediction method proposed by Defrance et al.14 defines the mixing
time as the moment after which the number of cumulated arriving reflections can be
described by a linearly increasing function. The similarity of the mixing time predicted
using these methods and the perceptual mixing time, defined as the instant after which
directional information is no longer perceived, was investigated by Lindau et al.15
Existing channel-based methods are applied to a single RIR and hence exploit
solely the temporal characteristics of the sound field. As pointed out by Lindau et al.,15
the strong positional variance of channel-based methods necessitates the averaging of
mixing times over multiple measurement positions in an enclosure in order to obtain a
reliable estimate. The predictor proposed in this work exploits the spatiotemporal information by performing an analysis of the diffuseness of the sound field1 computed from
the RIRs measured using a microphone array. As shown in this letter, this multi-channel
prediction method leads to the results that are closer to the perceptual mixing time than
it is the case for single-channel predictors, and, furthermore, a reduction in positional
variance compared to single-channel methods can be achieved. Some preliminary results
have been shown in Ref. 16, however, here a thorough investigation is performed based
on experiments in several different enclosures and multiple measurement positions, and
the proposed method parametrization is argued on the basis of numerical simulations
and consistency with perception. In addition, new insights are presented by relating the
model- and channel-based predictors to the methods based on the reflection density. This
letter is structured as follows. Two existing channel-based prediction methods that yield
close results to the perceptual mixing time identified by Lindau et al.15 are reviewed in
Sec. 2 and the proposed approach is described in detail in Sec. 3, respectively. The experimental results are presented in Sec. 4, followed by concluding remarks in Sec. 5.
2. Physical and perceptual mixing time prediction
In this section, two channel-based prediction methods are briefly reviewed and the
main conclusions of Lindau et al.15 are summarized. Abel and Huang11 introduced the
so-called normalized echo density profile (NEDP), which describes the degree of
Gaussianity of the probability density function of amplitudes in consecutive analysis
frames. The authors used an analysis frame length of 23 ms, and the mixing time was
found as the instant when the NEDP, denoted by gðtÞ, reaches the value of 1 for the
first time. On the other hand, Hidaka et al.13 presented a method which exploits the
frequency-dependent attenuation of sound reflected at boundaries. To find tm , a spectral correlation function qðtÞ was introduced, which is defined as the Pearson correlation coefficient between the magnitude spectrum of the entire RIR and the magnitude
spectrum of the RIR segment that begins at consecutive time instances t and finishes
at the RIR end (cf. Schr€
oder backwards integration). The mixing time is found when
the spectral correlation averaged over the frequencies 353 Hz to 2.8 kHz falls below the
value of 1/e for the first time. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the mixing times estimated using
both methods are characterized by high positional variance, in contrast to the
diffuseness-based method proposed in Sec. 3.
Many model- and channel-based predictors were perceptually evaluated by
Lindau et al.15 in binaural listening experiments. It was concluded that (1) predictions
after Abel and Huang11 are the closest to the perceptual mixing time among channelbased approaches and (2) model-based mixing time prediction is inconsistent with perception in very small and very large enclosures. Finally, based on regression analysis
of the listening test results, Lindau et al.15 introduced the perceptual mixing time tm;p
for the 50th and 95th percentiles, which can be computed based on prediction according to Abel and Huang.11
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Fig. 1. (Color online) Mixing time prediction for two different measurement positions (i.e., loudspeaker and
microphone positions) in a room shown in the left and right figures: Absolute value of the impulse response
(solid gray line), diffuseness (solid black line), NEDP g(t) (dashed-dotted line), and spectral correlation function
q(t) (dashed line). The estimated mixing times tm are denoted by the square, diamond, and circle markers,
respectively.

3. Proposed diffuseness-based method
For robust mixing time prediction, a spatiotemporal measure could be advantageous. In
this letter, we propose to use a physical quantity that measures the process of sound field
diffusion in an enclosure known as diffuseness. In acoustic spaces, diffuseness follows a
gradual change from an initial concentration of acoustic energy toward its homogeneous
distribution and analogously, the gradual change from an initially directional energy
transport toward its isotropy. Since such a measure requires three-dimensional sound
field analysis, a spherical microphone array can conveniently be applied. The diffuseness
^
ð0  wðk;
tÞ  1Þ can be approximated by the temporal variation of sound intensity
17,18
using
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
^ ðk; tÞ ¼ 1  kEfIðk; tÞgk;
(1)
w
EfkIðk; tÞkg
where Iðk; tÞ denotes the sound intensity vector, Ef  g denotes the expectation operation (i.e., time averaging), k  k is the l 2 -norm of a vector, t denotes time, and k
¼ 2pf =c denotes the wave number, f is the frequency, and c denotes the propagation
speed. The sound intensity I ¼ 12 <fp  vg is computed from the sound pressure p and
particle velocity vector v. Measuring RIRs with a spherical microphone array, the
sound intensity can be conveniently computed in the spherical harmonic domain. The
spherical harmonic decomposition of the measured RIRs can be performed using19
ð 2p ð p

Hlm ðk; t; rÞ ¼
Hw ðk; t; r; h; /ÞYlm
ðh; /Þ sin h dh d/;
(2)
0

0

where h 2 ½0; p and / 2 ½0; 2p are the elevation and azimuth angles, respectively, r is
the array radius, and Ylm ðh; /Þ denotes the spherical harmonics of order l and degree
m. The transfer function of the windowed RIR measured at position ðr; h; /Þ with the
window centered at time t is denoted as Hw . The sound pressure can then be calculated
from the omnidirectional zero-order spherical harmonic, while the particle velocities
v ¼ ½vx ; vy ; vz T along Cartesian coordinate axis are obtained by a linear combination
of the rotated first-order spherical harmonics, which is given by20
pðk; tÞ ¼

H00 ðk; tÞ
;
b0 ðkÞ

vi ðk; tÞ ¼

1
1 X
bi;m H1;m ðk; tÞ;
b1 ðkÞ m¼1

(3)

where i 2 fx; y; zg, the normalization factors 1=bl ðkÞ are the modal radial filters compensating for the mode amplification,21 and bx;m ¼ Ylm ðp=2; pÞ, by;m ¼ Ylm ðp=2; p=2Þ,
and bz;m ¼ Ylm ðp; 0Þ, respectively. Next the broadband diffuseness measure is computed
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from narrowband estimates by frequency averaging over the range ½kmin ; kmax . Based
on broadband diffuseness, we can compute an estimate of the broadband direct-to-dif^
fuse ratio (DDR) CðtÞ,
which describes the ratio between direct and diffuse energy:22
!
1
^ ðtÞ ¼ 10 log10
½dB:
C
1
(4)
^ ðt Þ
w
Finally, the predicted mixing time is found as the moment when the broadband DDR
exceeds a specific threshold value (as given in Sec. 4).
4. Experimental evaluation
4.1 Parametrization and setup
Since the measure of diffuseness relies on directional variation of sound intensity over
time, selecting the appropriate analysis windows (i.e., an averaging period for diffuseness estimation, and the frame length and the hop size of consecutive frames for intensity analysis) is very important for reliable mixing time prediction. In order to obtain
sufficiently many intensity values within a longer diffuseness analysis window with
good time-frequency resolution, intensity vectors were estimated in short frames of 64
samples (1.5 ms), which enables capturing of a single reflection, and a hop size of 1
sample was chosen. Note that this short window length is determined independent of
the room size. The diffuseness was then estimated using recursive averaging with time
constant s ¼ 12 ms to ensure sufficiently high temporal responsiveness to the changing
sound field diffuseness while still allowing to estimate low DDRs. The final broadband
diffuseness value was computed by averaging the narrowband estimates within the frequency range [1, 4.5] kHz in order to avoid noise amplification at low frequencies and
spatial aliasing at high frequencies for the specific microphone array used for measuring RIRs. The mixing time was found when the DDR threshold of 8 dB was
reached for the first time for the above analysis parametrization. Note that the selected
analysis parametrization has been found to predict most consistently the mixing time
(located between the 50th and 95th percentiles of the perceptual mixing time obtained
by Lindau et al.15) in various enclosures.
To further motivate the parameter choice, the effect of using a larger hop size
(50% overlap) or higher time averaging constant (50 ms) is shown in Fig. 2, which
depicts the estimated diffuseness for a sudden transition from a perfectly non-diffuse
(i.e., one plane wave) to an ideally diffuse sound field over time [Fig. 2 (left)] and the
estimated DDRs for different simulated DDR values [Fig. 2 (right)]. Ideal non-diffuse
and diffuse sound field conditions were created by synthesizing a single plane wave
and by a superposition of 500 synthesized unit-amplitude plane waves arriving with
random phase from directions uniformly distributed on a sphere, respectively. Using
50% overlap, high diffuseness (low DDR) values cannot be attained even in ideally diffuse fields. On the other hand, the time averaging of 50 ms leads to slow responsiveness

Fig. 2. (Color online) Left: A sudden transition from the synthesized ideal direct to the ideal diffuse field as a
function of time. Right: Estimated steady-state DDRs as a function of simulated ideal sound fields.
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to the changes in the sound field and the advantage of estimating lower DDR values is
very minor [see Fig. 2 (right)].
For the proposed method, the RIR measurements were performed using the
EigenmikeV spherical microphone array of mhacoustics,23 while a high-quality omnidirectional microphone located at the same position was applied for single-channel methods.
The three rooms under investigation include: (A) a small room (T60 ¼ 0.32 s, floor area of
35 m2, and volume of 105 m3), (B) a medium size room (T60 ¼ 0.49 s, floor area of 90
m2, and volume of 495 m3), and (C) a large hall (T60 ¼ 1.89 s, floor area of 412 m2, and
volume of 3584 m3), respectively. Note that all rooms were nearly empty during the
measurements. Eight different transmission paths (i.e., source-receiver positions) were
measured in each room using a logarithmic sine-sweep excitation; the sampling frequency
was 44.1 kHz.
R

4.2 Mixing time from measurements
In Fig. 3, the mixing time results of the proposed method are compared to the stateof-the-art predictors of Abel and Huang,11 two perceptual definitions proposed by
Lindau et al.15 (denoted as Lindau50 and Lindau95), and the method after Hidaka
et al.13 Additionally, predictions according to three model-based methods depending
on Vol,3 RT,5 and MFPL6 are shown for comparison (an overview of these methods is
provided, e.g., by Lindau et al.15). Note that for Room C, only one model-based prediction result (that is based on RT) is depicted as the geometry of the large hall was
too complex for a reliable estimate of its volume and mean free-path length.
As can be observed, the proposed method correlates well with perception since
the predicted mixing times are consistently lying in between the 50th and 95th percentiles defined after Lindau et al.,15 while this is not the case for state-of-the-art
approaches. Furthermore, the proposed method exhibits significantly less positional
variance across different locations in an enclosure, which can effectively reduce the
measurement and analysis effort. In Rooms A and B, the method based on RT also
yields good results but it fails completely in a large enclosure such as Room C.
4.3 Mixing time vs reflection density
In this section, the relations between the mixing times predicted using the presented
channel- and model-based methods and those based on reflection density are indicated.
For this purpose, image-source models for Rooms A and B were created and all eight
measurement positions were simulated. Room C was excluded from simulations due to
its complex geometry. The number of reflections arriving in a period of 24 ms (following the definition by Polack4) was computed for the mixing times estimated with all
discussed methods and for all measurement positions. The variation in the number of
reflections for the three model-based predictors was due to the different reflection densities for the eight measurement positions at the predicted mixing time. The values

Fig. 3. (Color online) The median, inter-quartile range, and inner fence for the mixing times estimated using
channel-based methods across eight measurement positions in each of the three rooms. Single-value results for
model-based methods that depend on the RT, MFPL, and Vol are also shown.
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Fig. 4. (Color online) The median, inter-quartile range, and inner fence of the number of reflections arriving
within a window of 24 ms starting at the estimated mixing time for eight measurement positions in Rooms A
and B.

originally provided in seconds for methods7–10 were recalculated for a 24 ms window
for easier comparison.
As depicted in Fig. 4, remarkably, all methods exceed the well-known mixing
time definition of Polack,4 i.e., 10 incident reflections; also the perceptual mixing time
after Lindau et al.15 always yields a higher reflection number. The results obtained
with all predictors are also significantly different from the values found in Refs. 7 and
10, where reflection densities of 6 and 240 are given, respectively. On the other hand,
the reflection density corresponding to the mixing time predicted with the proposed
approach, which ranges from 30 to 40 reflections arriving within a 24 ms period, is
lying in between the values given by Schroeder8 and Schreiber,9 i.e., 24 and 48, respectively. The method of Hidaka et al.13 yields 15–20 reflections, while that of Abel and
Huang11 corresponds to 45–65 reflections for considered rooms. Comparing the prediction results with perceptual values, it may be argued that mixing occurs at an instant
when a higher number of reflections arrive within a 24 ms period than that given by
Polack.4
5. Conclusion
In contrast to the state-of-the-art methods, the proposed mixing time prediction
method is based on a spatiotemporal measure of diffuseness, which is advantageous
since spatial distribution of the sound field is taken into account. The analysis parametrization and the mixing threshold are empirically found such that high consistency
with perception is attained. Furthermore, the proposed method improves positional
invariance thereby reducing the measurement and analysis effort. Finally, the relations
between the mixing times predicted using existing and proposed methods and
approaches utilizing reflection density are highlighted.
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